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Topics in Empirical Finance
Chair of Finance – Prof. Dr. Erik Theissen



Seminar Topics

• Presentation is downloadable on our website:

https://www.bwl.uni-mannheim.de/en/theissen/teaching/master-courses/seminars/
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Chair of Finance (I)

• Address:
– L 9, 1-2

– Secretary: third floor (“3. OG“)

– Assistants: second, fourth, and fifth floor

• Office hours:
– By appointment

– General questions: Please visit our homepage first

– Secretary: Mo-Fr  09.00 – 12.00 am
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Chair of Finance (II)

• Research at the Chair of Finance 

a) Market Microstructure

b) Empirical Asset Pricing

c) Blockchain & Cryptocurrency
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Assignment of Seminar Topics

• Prerequisites: 
– You must have successfully completed one core course (FIN 5XX) from the Area “Banking, Finance, 

and Insurance”.

– Please note that a FIN 6XX course is not (!) enough.

• The assignment of topics is carried out jointly by the chairs of the
Area “Banking, Finance, and Insurance”.

• Assignment of topics will be based on your grades in the Area
“Banking, Finance, and Insurance” and your priority list.

• Application period:
– Tuesday, 08.12.2020 – Friday, 18.12.2020

– Further information will be announced shortly on our website.
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Time Schedule

• Application period:

– Tuesday, 08.12.2020 – Friday, 18.12.2020

• Topics Allocation Announcement and Starting Date:

– Monday, 04.01.2021

• Submission deadline:

– Monday, 01.03.2021 (8 weeks)

• Seminar presentations

– Thursday, 04.03.2021 + Friday, 05.03.2021

– If the situation allows, the seminar presentations might be held in person. 
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Stata and Database Tutorials

FIN 604 – Stata in Finance

• Short crash course on how to write an empirical paper using Stata 
and the databases offered at the University Mannheim 

• Next date:

– Monday, 04.01.2021 – Friday, 08.01.2021

• Registration Period:

– Registration will probably start November or December 2020. 

• Further information is available under the following link:
https://www.bwl.uni-mannheim.de/theissen/lehre/masterlehre/fin-604-stata-in-
finance/
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Guide to Scientific Writing

• An information sheet on writing a seminar paper or a master 
thesis is provided on our website:

https://www.bwl.uni-
mannheim.de/media/Lehrstuehle/bwl/Theissen/Services/Leitfaden_wisse
nschaftliche_Arbeiten_SeminarMaster.pdf
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Important Remarks

• Disclaimer:

– Unlike in previous years, every topic will be assigned only once.

• Plagiarism policy:

– Your seminar thesis will be analyzed by plagiarism detection software 
(Turnitin). 

– Our chair has a zero-tolerance policy regarding plagiarism.

– Students who submit plagiarized work will be graded with 5.0.

• Language quality:

– Grading of your seminar thesis takes also into account the language quality. 

– Linguistic shortcomings negatively impacts your final grade.

– The seminar thesis can be either written in English or German.
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Seminar Topics

Questions ???
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T1. The Momentum Effect in Germany Reconsidered
Erik Theissen

Topic Description
• Stocks that performed well (poorly) in the recent past (3-12 months) tend to also perform well

(poorly) in the future. This pattern, known as the momentum effect, is pervasive - it has been
documented in different periods, countries and asset classes. The common perception is that
the abnormal returns to a momentum-based strategy are an anomaly and not a compensation
for risk. However, a recent paper argues that the momentum effect essentially disappears
when the procedure to adjust for risk is modified. The objective of this paper is to

- very briefly survey the literature on the momentum effect in general and on the
momentum effect in Germany in particular,

- to explain how the returns to a momentum-based strategy are adjusted for risk and

- to perform an empirical analysis for the German equity market.
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Starting References
• Glaser, M. and M. Weber (2003): Momentum and Turnover: Evidence from the German Stock 

Market. Schmalenbach Business Review 55, 108-135. 

• Jegadeesh, N. and S. Titman (2011): Momentum. Annual Review of Financial Economics 3, 
493-509. 

• Theissen, E. and C. Yilanci (2020): Momentum? What Momentum? Working Paper (available at 
SSRN) 
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T2. Liquidity in the Austrian and German Stock Market 
Erik Theissen

Topic Description
• The Austrian stock market is generally considered to be illiquid. However, this judgement is

not based on a rigorous empirical analysis. The objective of this paper is to compare the
liquidity in the Austrian and German stock market based on a matched sample of stocks.
Germany is a good match because both countries use Deutsche Börse's Xetra trading system.

The analysis should include standard measures of liquidity (such as quoted and effective
spreads, depth, and price impact) and it should include comparisons of means as well as
regressions with control variables.
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Starting Reference
• Huang, R. and H. Stoll (1996): Dealer versus Auction Markets: A Paired Comparison of 

Execution Costs on NASDAQ and the NYSE. Journal of Financial Economics 41, 313-357. 

• Johan. T., S. Scharnowski, E. Theissen, C. Westheide and L. Zimmermann (2019): Liquidity in 
the German Stock Market. Schmalenbach Business Review 71, 443-473. 

• Kasch, M. and E. Theissen (2009): Competition Between Exchanges: Euronext versus Xetra. 
European Financial Management 15 (2009), 181-207.
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T3. High-Frequency and Institutional Trading in Cryptocurrencies

Stefan Scharnowski

Topic Description
• The market for cryptocurrencies is continuously evolving and maturing. Once an obscure

virtual asset held only by a small number of tech-savvy individuals, trading activity now has
increased substantially.

• Though small retail investors still constitute a substantial fraction of trading activity,
institutional investors increasingly trade in cryptos as well. However, these large investors have
high requirements when it comes to the trading architecture. In particular, they need to
integrate crypto trading into their existing trading systems and want to submit and update
their quotes at very high speeds. Only few crypto exchanges cater to these needs.

• The aim of this thesis is to empirically study infrastructure upgrades at a Bitcoin exchange that
particularly target large and fast institutional as well as sophisticated individual investors.
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Starting References
• Aleti, S. & Mizrach, B. (2020) Bitcoin spot and futures market microstructure. J Futures Markets. 2020; 1–

32. https://doi.org/10.1002/fut.22163

• Brauneis, A., Mestel, R., Riordan, R., & Theissen, E. (2019). A High-Frequency Analysis of Bitcoin Markets. 
Available at SSRN 3478514.

• Brogaard, J., Hagströmer, B., Nordén, L., & Riordan, R. (2015). Trading fast and slow: Colocation and 
liquidity. The Review of Financial Studies, 28(12), 3407-3443.

• Chen, Z. (2019). Flickering Quotes in Crypto-currency Trading (Doctoral dissertation, Georgetown 
University).

• Dyhrberg, A. H., Foley, S., & Svec, J. (2018). How investible is Bitcoin? Analyzing the liquidity and transaction
costs of Bitcoin markets. Economics Letters, 171, 140-143.

• Makarov, I., & Schoar, A. (2020). Trading and arbitrage in cryptocurrency markets. Journal of Financial 
Economics, 135(2), 293-319.

• Wei, W. C. (2018). Liquidity and market efficiency in cryptocurrencies. Economics Letters, 168, 21-24.
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T4. Economic Policy Uncertainty and Carbon Emission Trading

Stefan Scharnowski

Topic Description
• To alleviate climate change, the output of CO2 has to limited drastically. One efficient

mechanism (in principal) is to put a price on CO2 emissions. Some jurisdictions have hence
established a market for CO2 emission certificates.

• Uncertainty about economic policies affects the whole economy and with it industrial output
and hence carbon emissions. It is thus reasonable to expect that economic policy uncertainty
(EPU) affects prices of and trading activity in carbon emission certificates.

• The aim of this thesis is to empirically study this hypothesis and answer the question of the
extent to which EPU influences the carbon market.
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Starting References
• Adedoyin, F. F., & Zakari, A. (2020). Energy consumption, economic expansion, and CO2 emission in the UK: 

the role of economic policy uncertainty. Science of the Total Environment, 738, 140014.

• Albulescu, C. T., Demirer, R., Raheem, I. D., & Tiwari, A. K. (2019). Does the US economic policy uncertainty 
connect financial markets? Evidence from oil and commodity currencies. Energy Economics, 83, 375-388.

• Baker, S. R., Bloom, N., & Davis, S. J. (2016). Measuring economic policy uncertainty. The Quarterly Journal 
of Economics, 131(4), 1593-1636.

• Jiang, Y., Zhou, Z., & Liu, C. (2019). Does economic policy uncertainty matter for carbon emission? Evidence 
from US sector level data. Environmental Science and Pollution Research, 26(24), 24380-24394.

• Kang, W., & Ratti, R. A. (2013). Oil shocks, policy uncertainty and stock market return. Journal of 
International Financial Markets, Institutions and Money, 26, 305-318.

• Kang, W., Ratti, R. A., & Vespignani, J. L. (2017). Oil price shocks and policy uncertainty: New evidence on 
the effects of US and non-US oil production. Energy Economics, 66, 536-546.
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T5. Second Layer of Cryptocurrency
Yanghua Shi

Topic Description
• The relatively new asset class of cryptocurrencies, of which Bitcoin is by far the most popular,

has received a lot of attention in recent years, both in the media and in academic research.
However, few attention has been dedicated to the second layer of cryptocurrency, which is “a
secondary framework or protocol that is built on top of an existing blockchain system” (Paszke,
2020). The main goal of such protocols is to solve the scalability issues (e.g. transaction speed)
that are being faced by the major cryptocurrency networks. One major example of layer 2
solutions is the Bitcoin Lightning Network.

• The seminar paper aims at conducting an event study about the possible effect of the
introduction of a second layer of cryptocurrency on its market value (e.g. price, trading
volume and market capitalization).
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Starting References
• https://academy.binance.com/en/glossary/layer-2

• https://academy.binance.com/en/glossary/lightning-network

• Poon, Joseph, and Thaddeus Dryja. "The bitcoin lightning network: Scalable off-chain instant 
payments." (2016). 

• Miraz, Mahdi H., and David C. Donald. "LApps: technological, legal and market potentials of 
blockchain lightning network applications." Proceedings of the 2019 3rd International 
Conference on Information System and Data Mining. 2019.
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T6. CAPM and Cryptocurrency
Yanghua Shi

Topic Description
• Ever since the foundation of the Sharpe-Lintner CAPM (Sharpe, 1964; Lintner 1965), beta is

used as a measure to determine financial assets’ expected rate of return, to which
cryptocurrencies also belong. Since then, many papers about CAPM have been published in
prominent finance journals. However, despite the attention cryptocurrencies receive in recent
years, no or hardly any papers involving CAPM and cryptocurrencies have been published in
prominent finance journals.

• The seminar paper aims at critically reviewing and evaluating the existing literature about
CAPM and cryptocurrencies, with particular focus on the possible reasons (e.g.
methodologies) why these papers have not been published in prominent finance journals.

• If the student wish, he/she may also choose to conduct his/her own CAPM analysis on
cryptocurrencies.
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Starting References
• Sharpe, W. 1964. Capital Asset Prices: A Theory of Market Equilibrium under Conditions of 

Risk. The Journal of Finance. 19(3). 425-442

• Lintner, J. 1965. Security Prices, Risk, and Maximal Gains from Diversification. The Journal of 
Finance. 20(4). 587-615

• Liu, Yukun, and Aleh Tsyvinski. Risks and returns of cryptocurrency. No. w24877. National 
Bureau of Economic Research, 2018.

• Liu, Yukun, Aleh Tsyvinski, and Xi Wu. Common risk factors in cryptocurrency. No. w25882. 
National Bureau of Economic Research, 2019.

• Yang, Hanlin. "Behavioral anomalies in cryptocurrency markets." Available at SSRN 
3174421 (2019).
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T7. “Die Akte Wirecard”: Accounting Fraud, Auditor Quality, and Stock Returns

Can Yilanci

Topic Description
• On Thursday, June 18, 2020, Wirecard AG revealed that auditors couldn’t find 1.9 billion euros in cash and that its

audited annual report would be delayed a fourth time. These news send the stock price of Wirecard AG
plummeting – the stock dropped as much as 71%. But who is at fault? Is Wirecard’s auditor at fault or is the Federal
Financial Supervisory Authority at fault (BaFin)? But one thing seems certain, both Wirecard’s auditor and BaFin
suffered a loss of reputation.

• A large literature in accounting shows that “an auditor’s reputation lends credibility to the earnings report that he
audits” (Teoh and Wong, 1993). For instance, auditor quality has a positive effect on financing decisions of firms
(Mansi et al. 2004 and Chang et al. 2009). The news mentioned above were arguably a shock to auditor quality. Did
it impact the stock prices of other companies audited by Wirecard’s auditor as well?
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• The student’s task is threefold. First, the student should
conduct an event study and show that Wirecard’s stock
price reacted negatively to the news. Second, the student
should identify all other DAX companies audited by
Wirecard’s auditor. Third, the student should test whether
these companies had negative returns as well.

• The empirical work requires the use of large databases (i.e.
Datastream). The databases are readily accessible for
affiliates of the University of Mannheim. The candidate
should feel comfortable in the use of a statistical software
program (such as STATA) and econometric methods.



Starting References
• Chang, X., S. Dasgupta, G. Hilary. 2009. The Effect of Auditor Quality on Financing Decisions. The Accounting

Review. 84(4). pp.1085-1117

• Mansi, S. A., W. F. Maxwell, D. P. Miller. 2004. Does Auditor Quality and Tenure Matter to Investors?
Evidence from the Bond Market. Journal of Accounting Research. 42(4). pp. 755-793

• Teoh, S. H., T.J. Wong. 1993. Perceived Auditor Quality and the Earnings Response Coefficient. The
Accounting Review. 68(2). Pp.346-366

To get an overview of the event study methodology, you can have a look at the 5th chapter of the course
„Empirical Finance“. (I think, the event study methodology is also covered in the Corporate Finance and
Behavioral Finance courses.)
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T8. Low-Beta Anomaly and Macroeconomic Announcement Days

Can Yilanci

Topic Description
• Ever since the foundation of the Sharpe-Lintner CAPM (Sharpe, 1964; Lintner 1965), beta is used as a

measure to determine stocks’ expected rate of return. However, early tests of the CAPM did not find
evidence for a direct relation between beta and average excess returns (Fama and French, 1992) (“beta
anomaly”, dotted line in the figure). Savor and Wilson (2014) show that asset prices behave differently on
macroeconomic announcement days. On inflation, unemployment, and FOMC interest announcement
dates, there is a significant relation between beta and average excess returns (solid line in the figure).
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• The thesis aims at replicating the evidence presented
in Savor and Wilson (2014). The student’s task is
twofold. First, the student should review related
literature. Second, the student should replicate the
evidence in Savor and Wilson (2014). In particular, the
following questions should be answered. Does the
low-beta anomaly still exist? Do the results of Savor
and Wilson (2014) also hold for a more recent period?

• The empirical work requires the use of large databases
(i.e. CRSP). The databases are readily accessible for
affiliates of the University of Mannheim. Data on
macroeconomic announcements is freely available in
the web. The candidate should feel comfortable in the
use of a statistical software program (such as STATA)
and econometric methods.



T8. Low-Beta Anomaly and Macroeconomic Announcement Days

Can Yilanci

Starting References
• Fama, E., K. French. 1992. The cross-section of expected stock returns. The Journal of Finance.

47. 427-465

• Lintner, J. 1965. Security Prices, Risk, and Maximal Gains from Diversification. The Journal of
Finance. 20(4). 587-615

• Savor, P., M. Wilson. 2013. How much do investors care about macroeconomic risk? Evidence
from scheduled economic announcements. Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis. 48.
343-375

• Savor, P., M. Wilson. 2014. Asset pricing: A tale of two days. Journal of Financial Economics.
113(2). 171-201

• Sharpe, W. 1964. Capital Asset Prices: A Theory of Market Equilibrium under Conditions of
Risk. The Journal of Finance. 19(3). 425-442
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